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Abstract—Our task is to find time efficient and statistically
consistent estimators for revealing the true inflection point of a
planar curve when we have only a probably noisy set of points for
it, thus we are introducing extremum surface (ESE) and distance
estimator (EDE) methods. The analysis is based on the geometric
properties of the inflection point for a smooth function. Iterative
versions of the methods are also given and tested. Numerical
experiments are performed for the class of sigmoid curves and
comparison with other available procedures is carried out. It
is proven that both methods are quite fast in computational
execution. Under a rather common noise type EDE can give
a 96% confidence interval, while it always provides estimations
for data with more than a million cases at a negligible execution
time. An alternative way of mode computation for a distribution
by using its CDF is given as a real massive data example.

Index Terms—Inflection point identification, Efficient
computation, Mode estimation, Iterarive methods.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

The sigmoid or S-shaped model is common in many dis-
ciplines like artificial neural networks [10], utility theory [7]
& technological substitution [12], [14] in Economics, growth
theory [2] & allosterism [1] in Biology, population dynam-
ics [20], [18] in Ecology, autocatalysis [19] in Analytical
Chemistry, dose-response [13] in Medicine and many others.
A key concept for every sigmoid is the inflection point and
its accurate and fast computation while the available methods
can be classified to (i) adoption of a suitableprocess- test
function - then use of regression or maximum likelihood
estimation techniques, (ii) smoothing data under the restriction
that second order divided differenceschange sign once [5],
(iii) use of Differential Geometryto define a proper measure
of discrete curvature and then searching for the least measure
point [16], [9], Gaussian smoothing techniques [15] and shape
analysis procedures [11].

At this paper we are presenting twogeometric methods
in order to find the inflection point of a curve, when we
know only a set of points{(xi, yi) , i = 0, 1, . . . , n} for it,
the Extremum Surface Estimator(ESEmethod) which works
with planar surfaces and theExtremum Distance Estimator
(EDE method) which uses only planar distances. We do not
perform neither regression nor splines representation analysis.
In addition, no concepts like discrete or digital curvature are
defined or used. Instead we focus on finding each time two
proper points where the true inflection point lies between and
then we take as an estimator their middle point, just like
bisection methodworks in root finding.
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Our main task is to evaluate a total of six methods, in order
to find the most efficient one and use it to estimate the mode
when we have massive data sets.Paper structure: 1. introduc-
tion, 2. presentation ofESE& EDE methods, 3. generalisation
to their iterative versions, 4. evaluation and application limits,
5. an example of a real data set, 6. conclusion – proofs are
given as Appendix.

II. EXTREMUM SURFACE AND DISTANCE ESTIMATOR

METHODS

A. Required concepts

Let a functionf : [a, b] → R, f ∈ C(n), n ≥ 2 which is
convex forx ∈ [a, p] and concave forx ∈ [p, b], p is the unique
inflection point off in [a, b] and let an arbitraryx ∈ [a, b].

Definition 2.1: Total, left and right chord are the lines
connecting points{(a, f(a)), (b, f(b))}, {(a, f(a)), (x, f(x))}
and{(x, f(x)), (b, f(b))} with Cartesian equationsg(x), l(x)
andr(x) respectively. Distances from chords are the functions
F, Fl, Fr : [a, b] → R with

F (x) = f(x)−g(x), Fl(x) = f(x)−l(x), Fr(x) = f(x)−r(x)
(1)

By using elementaryAnalytical Geometrywe can prove that

F (x) = f (x) −
b f (a) − a f (b)

b− a
−

f (b) − f (a)

b− a
x (2)

Fl(t) = f (t) − f (a) +
f (a) − f (x))

x− a
(t− a) , t ∈ [a, x] (3)

Fr(t) = f (t) − f (x) +
f (b) − f (x)

b− x
(t− x) , t ∈ [x, b] (4)

Definition 2.2: The s-left (sl(a, x)) and s-right(sr(b, x))
are the algebraic surfaces

sl(a, x) =
∫ x

a
Fl(t)dt , sr(b, x) =

∫ b

x
Fr(t)dt (5)

The x-left (xl) and x-right(xr) are x–values such that

xl = argmin
x∈[a,b+δ1]

{sl (a, x)} , xr = argmax
x∈[a−δ2,b]

{sr (b, x)}

(6)
with δ1, δ2 > 0 taken as small as necessary forxl, xr to be
unique unconstrained extremes in the corresponding intervals.
A graphical illustration of the above defined left and right-
terms is presented at Fig. 1 and 2 where we observe that
whenx = xl, x = xr then we achieve the algebraic minimum
sl(a, x) and maximumsr(b, x), respectively. The motivation
for the left- and right- naming was due to the origin of the
chords: left/right starts from the left/right edge of the graph.

Definition 2.3: Normal algebraic distance of the curve point
(x, f(x)) from the total chord Def. 2.1 is functionN : [a, b] →
R with

N(x) = −
(f(b)−f(a))x−(b−a)f(x)+b f(a)−a f(b)

√

(f(b)−f(a))2+(b−a)2
(7)
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(a) x < p (b) x = p

(c) x = xl (d) x > xl

Fig. 1: Illustration of the algebraic surfacessl(a, x) < 0 and
xl.

(a) x > p (b) x = p

(c) x = xr (d) x < xr

Fig. 2: Illustration of the algebraic surfacessr(b, x) > 0 and
xr.

For a convex/concave curve the above definition givesN(x) <
0 whenx < p andN(x) > 0 if x > p. For a not necessarily
strictly sorted grid ofn+ 1 not equally spaced points{xi} of
Eq. 8 –standard partition– we add errors to the values of a
known functionf and create the noisy data set{(xi, yi)} by
the process of Eq. 9.

a = x0 ≤ x1 ≤ . . . ≤ xn = b (8)

yi = f(xi) + ǫi, ǫi ∼ iid(0, σ2) (9)

Our analysis is applicable for every distribution with zero

mean, for example the uniformU(−r, r) or normalN(0, σ2).
If error is distributed without a zero mean, then results are
ambiguous.

Definition 2.4: For the noisy data Eq. 9 we define the
discrete distances from total, left and right chord as the values

Yi = yi−g(xi), Yli = yi−l(xi), Yri = yi−r(xi), i = 0, . . . , n
(10)

Definition 2.5: Functionf , around its inflection pointp, is
called symmetric when

f (p + x) + f (p− x) − 2 f (p) = 0, ∀x ∈ R (11)

and is called locally(ǫ, δ) asymptotically symmetric when:

|f(p + x) + f(p− x) − 2f(p)| < ǫ, ∀x ∈ (p−δ, p+δ) (12)

Definition 2.6: The functionf : [a, b] → R, with respect to
its inflection pointp, has

1) Data symmetry ifp− b = a− p
2) Data left asymmetry ifp− b < a− p
3) Data right asymmetry ifp− b > a− p

The f : [a, b] → R is characterised as totally symmetric, if it
is symmetric aroundp and has also data symmetry.

Definition 2.7: For every subsequentxi < xj the elemen-
tary trapezoidal estimation is

∫ xj

xi

f(x)dx ≈ Ti,j(f, xi, xj) =
f(xi) + f(xj)

2
(xj − xi)

(13)
And for every standard partition the total trapezoidal estima-

tion is
∫ b

a

f(x)dx ≈ Tn+1(f, a, b) =

n−1
∑

i=0

Ti,i+1(f, xi, xi+1) (14)

B. The Extremum Surface Method

We can prove that
Lemma 2.1:The x-left(xl), x-right (xr) are abscissae such

that left, right chord respectively are tangent to the graphG(f).
Corollary 2.1: For Eq. 6 it holds

xl = arg x
x∈[a,b+δ1]

{

f
′

(x) = f(x)−f(a)
x−a

}

xr = arg x
x∈[a−δ2,b]

{

f
′

(x) = f(b)−f(x)
b−x

} (15)

with δ1, δ2 > 0 taken as small as necessary forxl, xr to be
unique unconstrained solutions in the corresponding intervals.
This tangency condition is illustrated at Fig. 1(c) and 2(c).

Corollary 2.2: Let a function f : [a, b] → R, f ∈
C(n), n ≥ 2 which is convex forx ∈ [a, p] and concave for
x ∈ [p, b]. Then we have one of the following possibilities:

1) If xl, xr ∈ [a, b] thena ≤ xr < xl ≤ b
2) If xl /∈ [a, b] thenxl > b
3) If xr /∈ [a, b] thenxr < a

We define the next theoretical estimator of the inflection point:
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Definition 2.8: The theoretical extremum surface estimator
(TESE) is

xS =







xl+xr

2 , xl, xr ∈ [a, b]
b+xr

2 , xl > b
xl+a
2 , xr < a







(16)

Lemma 2.2:If the meshλ(n) of the standard partition is
such that lim

n→∞

nλ(n)2 = 0 thenTn+1(y, a, b) is a consistent

estimator of theTn+1(f, a, b).
Now we are able to compute using our trapezoidal rule of Def.
2.7 data estimations forsl(x0, xj) andsr(xn, xj):

Definition 2.9: The data estimators for the algebraic sur-
faces of Def. 5 are

sl,j+1(x0, xj) = Tj+1(Yl, x0, xj)
sr,n−j+1(xn, xj) = Tn−j+1(Yr, xj , xn)

(17)

Let us define data estimators forxl, xr.
Definition 2.10: Theχl, χr are values such that:

χl = xjl , jl = argmin
j∈[1,n]

{sl,j+1 (x0, xj)} (18)

χr = xjr , jr = argmax
j∈[0,n−1]

{sr,n−j+1 (xn, xj)} (19)

We define now the noisy data estimator of the inflection point:

Definition 2.11: The data extremum surface estimator
(ESE) is

χS =
χl + χr

2
(20)

Lemma 2.3:The ESE is a consistent estimator of TESE
with all relevant integrals calculated via trapezoidal rule.
We have to make a remark about the concept of convex or
concave area, as is defined in [16] and as defined in this work.
There the concept of area that is computed is a summation of
the distances from a chord and curve, between two critical
points, while our approach computes an actual geometric area
by using the trapezoidal rule.

C. The Extremum Distance Method

Definition 2.12: The xF-left(xF1), xF-right(xF2) and xN-
left (xN1), xN-right (xN2) are values such that:

xF1 = argmin
x∈[a−δ1,b]

{F (x)}, xF2 = argmax
x∈[a,b+δ2]

{F (x)} (21)

xN1 = argmin
x∈[a−δ1,b]

{N(x)}, xN2 = argmax
x∈[a,b+δ2]

{N(x)} (22)

with δ1, δ2 > 0 taken as small as necessary forxF1, xF2

to be unique unconstrained extremums in the corresponding
intervals.
The defined points and the corresponding line segments can be
found at the Fig. 3 where it is also obviously shown that when
we achieve a stationary value forF (x) of Def. 2.1, then we
achieve also the relevant stationary value for normal distance
N(x) of Def. 2.3, since the vector defined fromN(x) is just
the orthogonal projection of the vector defined fromF (x) at
the normal vector to the total chord. Now we shall prove the
next useful Lemma.

Fig. 3: Illustration ofxF1, xF2 andminF (x), maxF (x)

Lemma 2.4:For the points of Eq. 21 it holds

xF 1,2 = arg x
x∈[a−δ1,b+δ2]

{

f
′

(x) =
f(b) − f(a)

b− a

}

(23)

with δ1, δ2 > 0 taken as small as necessary forxF1, xF2 to be
unique unconstrained extrema in the corresponding intervals.

Corollary 2.3: Let a function f : [a, b] → R, f ∈
C(n), n ≥ 2 which is convex forx ∈ [a, p] and concave for
x ∈ [p, b]. Then we have one of the following possibilities:

1) If xF1, xF2 ∈ [a, b] thena ≤ xF1 < xF2 ≤ b
2) If xF1 /∈ [a, b] thenxF1 < a
3) If xF2 /∈ [a, b] thenxF2 > b

We define the next theoretical estimator of the inflection point:

Definition 2.13: The theoretical extremum distance from
total chord estimator (TEDE) is such that

xD =
xF1 + xF2

2
(24)

Let now define data estimators ofxF1, xF2 andxD.
Definition 2.14: The data estimations of points defined at

Eq. 21 are

χF1 = xj1 , j1 = argmin
j∈[0,n]

{Yj} (25)

χF2 = xj2 , j2 = argmax
j∈[0,n]

{Yj} (26)

Definition 2.15: The extremum distance from total chord
estimator (EDE) is

χD =
χF1 + χF2

2
iff χF2 ≥ χF1 (27)

Lemma 2.5:The EDE is an unbiased estimator of TEDE.
At this stage we have to mention that there exists a similar
work with distances from the chord, see [9], where a summa-
tion of the relevant distances from the chord is taken in order
to define the concept of adiscrete curvaturefor a planar curve.
An analogous approach is that of [16], where it is also used a
proper summation of the distances between the chord and the
curve points. Here we do not define and we do not compute
any kind of curvature, but we just choose only the two extreme
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distances needed for Def. 2.12. Another interesting property of
EDE is that we can give a96% Chebyshevconfidence interval
because we can find an estimation of the error variance using
next

Lemma 2.6:Let a data set created from a known function
f by using a strictly zig–zag processyi = f(xi) + (−1)i ǫi
for addingiid error termsǫi ∼ U(0, r). Then it holds that

s2 = ̂V ar(y − f(x)) ≈
2

n

n
∑

i=1

(

yi − yi−1

2

)2

(28)

It is easy to prove also the next
Lemma 2.7:The variance ofEDE method which is applied

for a data set created using the requirements of Lemma 2.6 is

s2D =
1

2
s2 =

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(

yi − yi−1

2

)2

(29)

Corollary 2.4: The96% Chebyshevconfidence interval for
EDE estimator of data under requirements of Lemma 2.6 is


χD − 5

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(

yi − yi−1

2

)2

, χD + 5

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(

yi − yi−1

2

)2





(30)

III. I TERATIVE APPLICATION OF ESE & EDEMETHODS

Another important option is the possibility of iterations
similar to those of the well knownbisection methodin root
finding. Recall that for a continuous function iff(α) f(β) < 0
then existsξ ∈ (α, β) such thatf(ξ) = 0, while its first
estimation isχ(0) = a+b

2 . Our ESEmethod always gives an
interval that contains the true inflection pointp or a point close
to the edgea or b, if data is just convex (or just concave) and
inflection point does not exist. TheEDE method also gives an
interval in most cases, although it is more sensitive to errors
of x0, xn, so it does not always give a point close toa or b,
if simple convexity or concavity exist.

ESE iterative method or Bisection-ESE (BESE)
We apply to the probably noisy data{(xi, yi), i = 0, . . . , n}
our ESEmethod and obtain the0th estimation

[j
(0)
r , j

(0)
l ], χ

(0)
r = x

j
(0)
r

, χ
(0)
l = x

j
(0)
l

, χ
(0)
S =

χ(0)
r +χ

(0)
l

2

(31)
If and only if j(0)l > j

(0)
r , then we apply againESE for data

{

(xi, yi), i = j
(0)
r , . . . , j

(0)
l

}

and obtain the1st estimation

[j
(1)
r , j

(1)
l ], χ

(1)
r = x

j
(1)
r

, χ
(1)
l = x

j
(1)
l

, χ
(1)
S =

χ(1)
r +χ

(1)
l

2

(32)
We continue untilj(k)l < j

(k)
r or until the number of data

pairs becomes five, since it is meaningless for the method to
proceed with less than five points.

EDE iterative method or Bisection-EDE (BEDE)
We use for initial data{(xi, yi), i = 0, . . . , n} the EDE
method and find the0th estimationiff χF2 > χF1

[j
(0)
1 , j

(0)
2 ], χ

(0)
F1 = x

j
(0)
1

, χ
(0)
F2 = x

j
(0)
2

, χ
(0)
D =

χ
(0)
F1 + χ

(0)
F2

2
(33)

If and only if j(0)2 > j
(0)
1 , then we use againEDE method for

data
{

(xi, yi), i = j
(0)
1 , . . . , j

(0)
2

}

and find the1st estimation,

againiff χ
(2)
F2 > χ

(1)
F2

[j
(1)
1 , j

(1)
2 ], χ

(1)
F1 = x

j
(1)
1

, χ
(1)
F2 = x

j
(1)
2

, χ
(1)
D =

χ
(1)
F1 + χ

(1)
F2

2
(34)

while we use the same stopping criterion as inBESE. In both
BESE& BEDE methods we begin from the initial interval
[a0, b0] = [a, b] = [x0, xn] and find the0th estimation
χ
(0)
S , χ

(0)
D ∈ [a0, b0], then we continue with a second interval

[a1, b1] ⊂ [a0, b0]– which is either [a1, b1] = [χ
(0)
r , χ

(0)
l ]

(BESE) or [a1, b1] = [χ
(0)
F1, χ

(0)
F2] (BEDE)– and compute the1st

estimationχ(1)
S , χ

(1)
D ∈ [a1, b1] and so on until the termination

criteria are applicable. So, in essence, the only difference from
bisection methodis that now edges of interval[ai+1, bi+1],
which is the next stepi+ 1, are not taken by the requirement
f(ai+1)f(bi+1) < 0 but are the[χ

(i)
r , χ

(i)
l ] or [χ

(0)
F1, χ

(0)
F2]

outputs of the previous stepi, see Fig. 4 forBESEiterations of
a Gompertznoisy data, created usingf(x) = 1000 e−e5e−

x
100

starting from [a0, b0] = [347, 960] and adding error term
ǫi ∼ U(−25,+25) at an equal spacedx–grid with n = 4086.
For the same function but for[a0, b0] = [0, 1000] and an

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700

0
20

0
40

0
60

0
80

0

xi

10
00

e−e
5 e−

1
10

0x
i

+
ε i

a0 a1a2a0 b0b1b2 b0

Fig. 4: Bisection ESE (BESE) iterations for noisy data

equidistant grid withn = 107 we apply BEDE without
error term, just to show its fast convergence to the true
inflection point, see Table I and Fig. 5, where we show
labels only for the first four iterations. It is obvious that,

400 500 600 700

0
20

0
40

0
60

0
80

0

xi

10
00

e−
e5 e−

1

10
0x

i

a0 a1 a2a3 b0b1b2b3

Fig. 5: Bisection EDE (BEDE) iterations for accurate data

although Gompertzsigmoid curve is not either symmetric
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TABLE I: First five BEDE iterations form a total of 21

i χ
(i)
F1 χ

(i)
F2 χ

(i)
D

N = n+ 1

0 372.2823 719.8335 546.0579 10000001
1 423.1383 603.1799 513.1591 3475513
2 453.8448 554.5334 504.1891 1800417
3 472.6048 530.1469 501.3759 1006887
4 483.9011 517.0116 500.4564 575422
5 490.6044 509.6994 500.1519 331106

around inflection point, thus ourEDE method will not give
an initial accurate value, theBEDE convergences to the true
value after just three iterations. The number of points that
will be used at next step follow approximately the binary
exponential decay formulaNk = 0.927 N0

2k
, k = 0, 1, . . . ,,

so it actually halved the number of points, after some initial
steps. The needed time is always negligible, for example the
totally elapsed time for all above computations was1.58 s.
Just for a comparison, if we try to useNLS non linear
regression which usesSSlogis(x,Asym, xmid, scal){stats}
method of [17] to find the inflection point of our initial107+1
points we shall fail to obtain an answer, even if we use
the SSgompertz(x,Asym, b2, b3){stats} method, since we
observe after123.87 s that we cannot proceed further due to
memory restrictions of R. So, even if we know the exact
underlying model, we are not able to find its parameters when
we have a very large number of observations.

IV. EVALUATION AND APPLICATION LIMITS

We shall use 6 methods in order to find each time
the inflection point, our newly introducedESE, BESE,
EDE, BEDE geometrical methods, theL2CXCV method
presented at [5] and theNLS non linear regression which uses
SSlogis{stats} method ofR. All methods except last one
have been implemented using double precisionFORTRAN.
Execution is done insideR environment by creating proper
dll’s using typical Intel Core i5 CPU with 4 GB RAM and a
32 bit OS. We design our numerical experiments by using two
suitable sigmoid functions of known inflection pointp = 500,
an interval[a, b] which is every time the[1%, 99%] of their
total capacity and we add a uniform errorǫi ∼ U(−r, r) via
the process Eq. 8 & 9. Our set of test functions has mem-
bers theFisher-Pry sigmoid with total symmetry, taken from
[6], with use in technological substitution modelsf1 (x) =
500 + 500 tanh

(

x
100 − 5

)

for x ∈ [a, b] = [270, 730] and the
non symmetricGompertzsigmoid, after [8], which is often
used in population dynamicsf2 (x) = 1000 e−e5e−

x
100 for

x ∈ [a, b] = [347, 960]. The run times in milliseconds and the
results for 1000 experiments are presented at Fig. 6, 8 and 7,
9, respectively for the two curves. We have also computed the
96% Chebyshevconfidence interval for ourEDE Fisher-Pry
estimations, see Fig. 10, where we observe that the intervals’
average width is approximately4% of inflection point value.

Clearly the most time efficient method isEDE and its
iterative versionBEDE, while the L2CXCV method needs
more time and has also manyoutliers. As for the accuracy,
we have to remind that our totally symmetricFisher-Pry
sigmoid hasTESE& TEDE, see Eq. 2.8 & 2.13 equal to 500,
thus our methods give the theoretically predicted results. The
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Fig. 6: Run times of all methods for 1000 Fisher-Pry sigmoid
noisy data sets with N=1381 points
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Fig. 7: Inflection point estimations for data of Fig. 6
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Fig. 9: Inflection point estimations for data of Fig. 8
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same is true for the non symmetricGompertzsigmoid, since
(TESE, TEDE) = (492.91, 528.77) and from either Fig. 9
or by computation we find their medians to be493.21, 528.62
respectively, very close to theoretical values. SoBESE, BEDE
methods give medians close to exact valuep = 500, while
L2CXCV is perfectly symmetric around it. Only theNLS
method is totally away, since we use as default test function
the SSLogis. We next study the time needed for all our newly
presented methods, in comparison to the previously existed,
as a function of the numberN of (xi, yi) pairs. For this task
we create using Eq. 8 & 9 witha = 270, b = 730, ǫi ∼
U(−10,+10) the Fisher-Pry sigmoid with total symmetry,
see Table II, where we observe thatEDE, BEDE times are
negligible, whileESE, BESE, L2CXCV are not. Observe

Case number

200 400 600 800 1000

490

500500

510

Fig. 10:96% Chebyshevconfidence interval for EDE at Fisher-
Pry sigmoid

TABLE II: Execution times (in secs) with respect to N

N EDE BEDE NLS ESE BESE L2CXCV
10001 0.00 0.00 0.44 3.69 4.43 11.15
30001 0.00 0.00 1.42 32.83 37.31 195.49
50001 0.00 0.00 2.36 101.99 120.77 596.87
70001 0.00 0.03 1.94 183.96 178.59 925.64

100001 0.00 0.01 2.80 342.20 311.20 1756.07
107 + 1 0.53 1.07 – – – –

here that for noisy data with 10 million xy–pairs we needed
just 0.53/1.07 sec usingESE, BEDE, while other methods were
practically non applicable.

V. A BIG DATA SET FROM REAL LIFE: FINDING THE MODE

OF ANNUAL AVERAGE ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE FOR

214 YEARS

The inflection point of aCumulative DF (CDF) corre-
sponds to the maximum ofProbability DF (PDF), since its
second derivative is the first one of latter. An advantage of
using CDF’s for big data comes from smoothing performed
upon their estimation, since cumulation process absorbs local
disturbances. We are using data that have been collected
and processed in [4]. Our task is to find the mainmodeof
average values for annual absolute temperature inNorthern
Hemispherefrom N = 388335 rows of 1800–2013 yearly
meteorological station observations. Their five point summary
can be found at Table III.

TABLE III: NH annual average absolute temperature 1800–
2013 description statistics

Min Q1 Median Mean Q3 Max
◦ C -29.050 4.950 9.192 9.667 14.520 32.100

Our first approach will be based onEmpirical CDF and
application ofBEDE method, see Table IV, where after four
iterations and just 0.08 sec we findM ≈ 9.279◦C. If
we use NLS/Logistic we find after 43.73 sec that a 95%
confidence interval is(8.9894◦C, 8.9928◦C). Other methods
are practically unavailable for the original data set.

In order to apply them we start from the 13263 unique
temperatures, compute first order differences for them and
keep only values that have an absolute difference less than
than≈ 10−13 (the FORTRAN‘epsilon of the machine’). This
is required forL2CXCV method because it works only with
strict sorted abscissae. Now as an estimation for the unknown
CDF we are creating a cumulative frequency table with those
5968 temperature values as bins and use all methods presented
at this paper to produce Table V and Fig. 11, where we have
also estimatedPDF using functionbkde{KernSmooth} [17],
[22] with Gaussian Kernel. For a better visual comparison
with CDF we have scaledPDF as shown in Fig. 11. Now
the 95% confidence interval forNLS/Logisticis estimated to
be (9.2343◦C, 9.2681◦C), quite different and closer to other
methods.

TABLE IV: BEDE estimations using ECDF of 388335 tem-
peratures

i χ
(i)
F1 χ

(i)
F2 χ

(i)
D

N

0 -0.691667 19.483333 9.395833 388335
1 4.450000 12.316667 8.383333 310480
2 6.750000 10.683333 8.716667 173517
3 7.841667 10.141667 8.991667 101947
4 8.741667 9.816667 9.279167 63023

TABLE V: mode of annual absolute temperature for years
1800–2013 in Northern Hemisphere

ESE BESE EDE BEDE L2CXCV NLS
mode (◦ C) 10.550 9.371 9.400 9.371 9.283 9.251
Time (sec) 1.460 1.640 0.000 0.000 12.850 0.410

VI. CONCLUSION

Previously available methods can be applied for relatively
small data sets, since their complexity do not allow them to
always give an output in a short time. For exampleL2CXCV
requires strictly sorted abscissae and practically works until
n ≈ 50000. The model dependentNLS many times is not able
even to give a first output if the underlyingf is quite different
than the adopted model for it. Provided that an inflection point
is present inside our noisy data set, then Extremum Surface
(ESE) and Distance (EDE) estimators can be used and give us
a value close to their theoretical expectedTESE(Def. 2.8) or
TEDE (Def. 2.8). If data follow azig-zagpattern, then a96%
Chebyshevconfidence interval (Eq. 30) is available forEDE
method with relative small width. If the underlying function is
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Fig. 11: Estimations of simple, cumulative density functions
and mode, data as for Tables III and V

not symmetric around inflection point (Def. 11) or if we have
data asymmetry (Def. 2.6) then we can use one of the iterative
versionsBESE& BEDE in order to move to a neighbourhood
of p wheref is at least locally asymptotically symmetric (Def.
12) and be able to accurately proceed. Numerical computations
show thatEDE/BEDE are the most time efficient and can
give reliable output for data with more than a million rows
in just a second. TheR Package inflectionis available [3]
for using ESE, BESE& EDE, BEDE methods withR, while
implementations inFORTRAN, Maple andMATLAB are also
available. Applications to real data are easily performed and
inflection point can always be found, provided that exists.

APPENDIX: PROOFS

Lemma 2.1 By using Eq. 3 & 5, smoothness conditions
and the Leibniz rule for integral differentiation we find

that s
′

l (a, x) =
∫ x

a

(

− f
′

(x)
x−a

− (f(a)−f(x))

(x−a)2

)

(t− a) dt =

− (x−a) f
′

(x)−f(x)+f(a)
2 = 0 → f

′

(x) = f(x)−f(a)
x−a

= l
′

(x).
Now, using same rule, we find s

′′

l (a, x) =
− 1

2 (x− a) f
′′

(x) → s
′′

l (a, xl) > 0, since xl > p > a
andf is concave now. (Similar is thexr–proof, using Eq. 4).
✷

Lemma 2.2 For every subsequentxi < xi+1 the
elementary trapezoidal estimation isTi,i+1(y, xi, xi+1) =
xi+1−xi

2 yi + xi+1−xi

2 yi+1 and by taking the expected
value we find that it holdsE (Ti,i+1(y, xi, xi+1)) =
xi+1−xi

2 f(xi) + xi+1−xi

2 f(xi+1) = Ti,i+1(f, xi, xi+1),
so from the linearity of expected value we have also

that E (Tn+1(y, a, b)) =
n−1
∑

i=0

E (Ti,i+1(y, xi, xi+1)) =

Tn+1(f, a, b). Thus our estimator is unbiased. We continue
by computing the variance of the elementary trapezoidal

estimation V (Ti,i+1(y, xi, xi+1)) =
(

xi+1−xi

2

)2

V (yi) +
(

xi+1−xi

2

)2

V (yi+1) = (xi+1−xi)
2

4 σ2 + (xi+1−xi)
2

4 σ2 =

(xi+1−xi)
2

2 σ2 We have two cases. If standard partition
is equal spaced, thenxi+1 − xi = b−a

n
and we obtain

V (Ti,i+1(y, xi, xi+1)) = (b−a)2

2n2 σ2. Let’ s compute
now the variance of estimatorTn+1(y, a, b) and find

V (Tn+1(y, a, b)) = V

(

n−1
∑

i=0

Ti,i+1(y, xi, xi+1)

)

=

nV (Ti,i+1(y, xi, xi+1)) = n (b−a)2

2n2 σ2 = (b−a)2

2n σ2, thus

it holds limn→∞ V (Tn+1(y, a, b)) = lim
n→∞

(b−a)2

2n σ2 = 0.
For the second case, if standard partition is not equal
spaced then the mesh or norm of the partition is
λ(n) = max

i=0,...,n−1
(xi+1 − xi). Then it is easy to show that

V (Ti,i+1(y, xi, xi+1)) ≤ λ(n)2

2 σ2 and the total variance is
V (Tn+1(y, a, b)) ≤ σ2

2 nλ(n)2 −→
n→∞

0 from our hypothesis.
So the estimator is consistent. ✷

Lemma 2.3We have proven in Lemma 2.2 that trapezoidal
rule for the noisy data gives a consistent estimator for the
trapezoidal estimation of the actual data, thusχl, χr are
consistent estimators of the truexl, xr respectively, with
relevant integrals trapezoidal calculated. If the interval[a, b]
is such that bothxl, xr ∈ [a, b] then ESE is a consistent
estimator of trapezoidal calculatedxS = xl+xr

2 . If xl > b
then recalling Proof of Lemma 2.1sl (a, x) is a decreasing
function, so the minimumχl is achieved whenχl = b, the
rightmost value of[a, b]. If xr < a then, recalling same
Lemma,sr (b, x) is an increasing function, so the maximum
χr is achieved whenχr = a, the leftmost value of[a, b].
Thus, for every possible case,ESE is a consistent estimator
of theTESEgiven by integrals calculated via trapezoidal rule.
✷
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Lemma 2.4 From Eq. 2 we see thatF
′

(x) =

f
′

(x) − f(b)−f(a)
b−a

= 0 → f
′

(x) = f(b)−f(a)
b−a

while
F

′′

(x) = f
′′

(x), provided that smoothness conditions allows
us to perform differentiations. Thus both necessary and
sufficient conditions for extrema are satisfied. ✷

Lemma 2.5 For all Yj , j = 0, 1, . . . , n it holds
E (Yj) = F (xj), so if we take the noisy data instead

of accurate, we haveE

(

min
j∈[0,n]

{Yj}

)

= min
j∈[0,n]

{F (xj)} and

E

(

max
j∈[0,n]

{Yj}

)

= max
j∈[0,n]

{F (xj)} ✷

Lemma 2.6Due to the zig–zag process we can accept that
yi+yi−1

2 is approximately equal to bothf(xi), f(xi−1) and
proceed toyi − yi−1 = yi −

yi+yi−1

2 + yi+yi−1

2 − yi−1 ≈
(yi − f(xi)) − (yi−1 − f(xi−1)) = (−1)i ǫi + (−1)i+1 ǫi−1,
so yi−yi−1

2 ≈ 1
2

(

(−1)i ǫi + (−1)i+1 ǫi−1

)

and
(

yi−yi−1

2

)2

≈ 1
4 ǫi

2 + 1
4 ǫi−1

2 − 1
2 ǫiǫi−1. Now

due to the iid property of our error terms it holds
2
n

n
∑

i=1

(

yi−yi−1

2

)2

≈ 2
(

1
2 s

2
)

− 0 = s2 ✷

Lemma 2.7 From Def. 2.15, χD = 1
2 min(yi −

g(xi)) + 1
2 max(yi − g(xi)) and by using Eq. 28 we find

V ar(χD) = s2D =
(

1
2

)2
V ar(yi) +

(

1
2

)2
V ar(yi) = 1

2 s
2. ✷
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